Trim Plates

Description
Sloan offers a variety of Trim Plate Kits for use with OPTIMA® and OPTIMA Plus® Faucets

Specifications
Trim Plates are Chrome Plated Brass and are available for both 4" (102 mm) and 8" (203 mm) Centerset sinks.

8 Inch Trim Plates For 8" (203 mm) Centerset Sink

- **ETF-432-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets
- **ETF-433-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-2)
- **ETF-510-A** For use with EAF-200/250/275, ELF-10, ESF-20, ETF-80, ETF-880, EBF-85, EBF-187 and EBF-885 faucets
- **ETF-608-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-615, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets
- **ETF-578-A** For use with ETF-600, EBF-650 and EBF-655 faucets
- **ETF-606-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-615, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets
- **MIX-104-A** For use with ELF-10, ETF-80, ETF-880, EBF-85 and EBF-187 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-5)
- **MIX-106-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-615, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-6)
- **SFP-22** For use with SF-2100/2200/2400, EAF-100, EAF-150 faucets and EAF-350 and EAF-700 Series with 8" centerset

4 Inch Trim Plates For 4" (102 mm) Centerset Sink

- **ETF-296-A** For use with ETF-80 and EBF-85 faucets
- **ETF-299-A** For use with ETF-80 and EBF-85 faucets with soap/faucet combination
- **ETF-313-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets
- **ETF-314-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-1)
- **ETF-640-A** For use with ESD-30880 and ESD-35187 faucets with soap/faucet combination
- **ETF-662-A** For use with ETF-880 faucets
- **ETF-312-A** For use with EAF-200/250/275, ELF-10, ESF-20, ETF-880 and EBF-187 faucets
- **ETF-607-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets
- **SFP-11** For use with SF-2100/2200/2400 faucets EAF-100, EAF-150, 200, EAF-350 and EAF-700 Series
- **SFP-22** For use with BASYS EFX-1XX, 2XX, 3XX, 8" baseplate with gasket
- **EFX-26-A** For use with BASYS EFX-1XX, 2XX, 3XX, 8" baseplate with gasket

8 Inch Trim Plates For 8" (203 mm) Centerset Sink

- **ETF-432-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets
- **ETF-433-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-2)
- **ETF-510-A** For use with EAF-200/250/275, ELF-10, ESF-20, ETF-80, ETF-880, EBF-85, EBF-187 and EBF-885 faucets
- **ETF-608-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-615, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets
- **ETF-578-A** For use with ETF-600, EBF-650 and EBF-655 faucets
- **ETF-606-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-615, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets
- **MIX-104-A** For use with ELF-10, ETF-80, ETF-880, EBF-85 and EBF-187 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-5)
- **MIX-106-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-615, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-6)
- **SFP-22** For use with SF-2100/2200/2400, EAF-100, EAF-150 faucets and EAF-350 and EAF-700 Series with 8" centerset

4 Inch Trim Plates For 4" (102 mm) Centerset Sink

- **ETF-296-A** For use with ETF-80 and EBF-85 faucets
- **ETF-299-A** For use with ETF-80 and EBF-85 faucets with soap/faucet combination
- **ETF-313-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets
- **ETF-314-A** For use with ETF-660 and ETF-770 faucets with ADM (MIX-110-A-1)
- **ETF-640-A** For use with ESD-30880 and ESD-35187 faucets with soap/faucet combination
- **ETF-662-A** For use with ETF-880 faucets
- **ETF-312-A** For use with EAF-200/250/275, ELF-10, ESF-20, ETF-880 and EBF-187 faucets
- **ETF-607-A** For use with ETF-610, ETF-700, EBF-625 and EBF-750 faucets
- **SFP-11** For use with SF-2100/2200/2400 faucets EAF-100, EAF-150, 200, EAF-350 and EAF-700 Series
- **SFP-22** For use with BASYS EFX-1XX, 2XX, 3XX, 8" baseplate with gasket
- **EFX-26-A** For use with BASYS EFX-1XX, 2XX, 3XX, 8" baseplate with gasket